A sensitive microwave receiver capable of measurhxg small differences of radiant energy in the 3000-Me band has been constructed after the manner of Dicke [see 1 of "References" at end of paper], and is used to mea•sure the radio noise from the sky at Ottawa, Canada. A continuous record is obtained by means of a recording milliammetcr. The reScivet is calibrated by messming the temperature of • resistance which has been substituted for the antenna; thus the equivalent •.emperatm'e of fi•e sky is used as a measure of the sky noise.
During this period the magnetic and noise storms both reached a maximum severity on the same days, August 14 and September 22. The storm of August 14 was followed on the next day by a similar disturbance of reduced intensity (Fig. 1, Curves 5 and c) . For these two days, a corresponding similarity in the daily magnetic storms was also noted. The equinoctial magnetic storm of September was accompanied by evening auroral displays and associated abnormal •-layer ionization. The noise records show a corresponding even;ng activity, as well as the mid-day storms. Although abnormal ]•-layer was reported during the meteor shower of October 9, 1946, the noise records show no increase.
On May 6, the decline of the sky temperature from an afternoon value to a night value was most pronounced 20 minutes after sunset on Earth. This small drop of about 8øK has been noticed on a few other days (Fig. 1, Curves b and c) . A corresponding increase Of sky temperature some minutes before sunrise on Earth has also been noted. This effect, apparently associated with sunrise and sunset in the upper atmosphere, ks infrequent., and once occurred exactly at. sunrise on Earth instead of before.
Although the present data point. to a strong relationship between microwave sky noise and geomagnetic activity, further work will be needed before any explanation can be attempted.
The writer sincerely appreciates the assist. anee and cooperation given by members of the Dominion Observatokv, Ottawa.
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